Please cut out this card before putting it in the raffle box.

Endangered Animals
Book List

You can read or listen to any book, part of a book, magazine article, or
audiobook to check off the Read square of your activity bingo. Both fiction
and nonfiction titles count. Here are some titles we recommend:
● Nonfiction:
○ The Lion Queens of India by Jan Reynolds (J 599.75 REY)
○ Saving Fiona by Thane Maynard (J 599.635 MAY)
○ The Studying Secretive Animals in the Wild series by Joyce
Markovics (J 590s)
○ Pandas and Other Endangered Species by Mary Pope Osborne
& Natalie Pope Boyce (J 599.789 OSB)
○ A Baby Elephant in the Wild by Caitlin O’Connell (J 599.67 OCO)
○ Owen & Mzee by I. Hatkoff, C. Hatkoff, & Dr. P. Kahumbu (J
599.63 HAT)
○ Jimmy the Joey by D.L. Rose & S. Kelly (J 599.25 ROS)
○ Tigers by Marie Brandle (E 599.756 BRA)
○ Baby Animals Moving by Suzi Eszterhas (E 591.57 ESZ)
○ Cutest Animal Collection (J 590 MAR)
○ Suryia & Roscoe by B. Antle & T. Feldman (JJ A)
○ Ivan by Katherine Applegate (JJ A)
○ Go Wild! Pandas by Margie Markarian (E 599.789 MAR)
○ Sea Otters by Anne Wendorff (E 599.769 WEN)
○ Polar Bears by Jason Viola (J GRAPHIC 599.786 VIO)
● Fiction
○ Roly Poly Pangolin by Anna Dewdney (JJ D)
○ How the Elephant Got His Trunk by Anna Milbourne (E U)
○ A Perfect Time for Pandas by Mary Pope Osborne (JFIC OSB)
○ Zonia’s Rain Forest Juana Martinez-Neal

Rhino
Collage
From littlestuff.me

Materials:

● Cardstock rhino
template
● Old magazine
● Paintbrush
● Scissors
● Mod podge
○ You can make your own mod podge by mixing 1 part water
into 3 parts glue (ie ⅓ cup of water into 1 cup of glue)
HOW TO MAKE A RHINO

1. Cut small shapes out of the magazine. We like thin strips, but
you can do any shape.
a. Tip: Use different pages so that you can get lots of different
colors
2. Using mod podge and a paintbrush, glue the shapes
one-at-a-time to the rhino until the entire rhino is covered.
3. Gently apply another coat of mod podge to the entire rhino.
4. Cut out the rhino.

Endangered! Board
Game
From amnh.org

Materials:

●
●
●
●
●

Game print-outs
Scissors
Tape
Two dice
Place markers
○ (You can use
pieces of colored paper, small plastic animals, or place
markers from other games. Make sure that everyone who
plays has a different place marker.)

HOW ASSEMBLE

1. Trim along the dotted lines of the print-outs
2. Arrange the 4 pages so the pictures line up and tape them all
together.
a. If you are not using clear tape, make sure you don't put the
tape over any words or pictures.
HOW PLAY

1. Put your markers where it reads, "start."
2. Starting with the youngest player and then proceeding clockwise,
roll the dice and move your marker forward by the number rolled.
3. Read the square the player lands on aloud. If the player lands on
a space with a question, the player has to answer the question

correctly before they can move again. If they answer incorrectly,
they lose a turn. The other players decide if the answer is
correct.
a. TIP: The answer can be found on the game board.
4. Win the game by rolling the exact number to get to the Survival
circle, or by rolling doubles on or past the space that reads,
"From here on in doubles will win!"

ENDANGERED!

A tiger hunts by ambush.
Its stripes help
camouflage it so it
can hide in tall

gray wolf

HABITAT BOX: The place where a
plant or animal lives, and where it
can find all the things it needs for
survival.
YOUR HABITAT IS IN GOOD SHAPE.
TAKE AN EXTRA TURN.

The gila monster is the
largest lizard in North
America. Its scientific name is
Heloderma suspectum
suspectum.

The queen conch lives
in the sea-grass beds in
shallow waters of the
Caribbean Sea.

UH OH! PART OF YOUR HABITAT
HAS JUST BECOME A HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT. LOSE A TURN.

THREATENED BOX: A species is
threatened if it looks like it’s going
to become endangered soon unless
something changes.

A patch of forest in the Selkirk
Mountains of Washington and
Idaho is the only remaining
North American habitat of the

woodland caribou.

A coral reef is built
of the skeletons of
coral polyps.

Karner blue
butterfly

The spotted owl flies in
old growth forests in
Washington and Oregon.

Delhi
sands fly

grasses or brush
and leap out on
unsuspecting
prey.

\The burying
beetle makes
sounds underground
by rubbing its wings
across its abdomen.

RECOVERY PLAN BOX: A recovery plan is a
plan designed to help an endangered
species from becoming extinct. It usually
includes restoring or protecting the places
where a species lives, and carefully studying
the plant or animal in question to learn how
to help it survive.
ALL RIGHT! YOUR HABITAT’S BEING
PROTECTED AND CAPTIVE-BREEDING
PROGRAMS ARE WORKING.
TAKE AN EXTRA TURN.

The ora is also known as
the Komodo dragon
(for Komodo Island,
where it lives).

The peregrine falco
dives at speeds of mo
than 200 miles per ho

The largest remaining
cheetah populations
are in Namibia and
East Africa.
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The leatherback sea turtle
is f0und in warm oceans and
seas around the world.

ENDANGERED BOX: A species is
endangered if it is in danger of
extinction. It’s still around, but it
might not be for much longer.
BIG TROUBLE. YOUR RIVERS ARE FULL
OF CHEMICALS. YOU HAVE TO ROLL
DOUBLES TO GET OUT!

agle isn’t really bald.
feathers on its head.

EXTINCT BOX: A species is extinct
when no living members of the
species exist.
YOU’RE GONE. KAPUT!
TERMINADO. FINIS. THE END! SAY
GOODNIGHT AND TURN IN
YOUR MARKER

The dama gazelle
lives in the Libyan
desert of Northern
Africa.
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